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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2018 examination series.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied.

Please always refer to the specification http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/gcse/gcse-physical-education-
j587-from-2016/ for full details of the assessment for this 
qualification. These exemplar answers should also be read 
in conjunction with the sample assessment materials 
and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report to Centres 
available from Interchange https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
Home.mvc/Index

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/gcse-physical-education-j587-from-2016/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/gcse-physical-education-j587-from-2016/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/gcse-physical-education-j587-from-2016/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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For the purpose of assessment, learners are required to demonstrate their ability to analyse and evaluate their own practical 
performance or that of a peer in order to:

• analyse aspects of personal performance in a practical activity

• evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the performance

• produce an action plan which aims to improve the quality and effectiveness of the performance.

Through the teaching of the practical activities and the theory content of the specification, learners should be able to identify 
aspects of their performance that are skilful and those that are not.

They should be able to recognise strengths and weaknesses in performance and be able to suggest ways in which weaknesses 
might be improved using appropriate, progressive training or practice methods, which will lead to improvements in the aspects of 
the performance identified.

It is expected that learners will complete this work after they have been taught the relevant sections of the theory content in 
Components 01 and 02.

OCR will take a medium level of control for the taking of this task (see section 1b.1 Controls). The hours below for each section of the 
task are a guide, however the overall time allowed for learners to complete the task must not exceed 14 hours.

Learners may be introduced to the requirements of the task through a Task Induction session. This does not form part of the 14 
hours allowed to undertake the task, but should not require more than an hour and must be used to discuss how the task is going 
to be delivered by the centre, timings/scheduling related to this and the general requirements of the task.

The Analysing and Evaluating Performance (AEP) task
Learners will assess the physical fitness/strengths/ weaknesses of the performer being analysed using tests for the different 
components of fitness. (2–3 hours)

For a chosen physical activity learners will (3–4 hours):

a. analyse the importance of the different components of fitness for the activity

b. give an overview of the key skills in the activity

c. assess the strengths/weaknesses of the performer being analysed in the activity.

For a specific skill or technique in the chosen activity learners will (1–2 hours):

a. analyse a movement involved – joint, type of movement, muscle group(s), muscle function/role

b. classify the skill on the difficulty and environmental continua.

Produce an action plan (not to be implemented) to improve an aspect of the performance of the performer being analysed in the 
chosen activity (4–5 hours).

The plan must include:

• which skill or component of fitness you are improving

• justifications for the skill or component of fitness you have chosen to improve

• drills and practices to show how you intend to improve the skill or component of fitness chosen, including: risk assessment, 
coaching points, principles of training and SMART goal setting

• relevant understanding of the element chosen to improve.

OCR GCSE – Analysing and Evaluating 
Performance Task (AEP)
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Marking grid/mark scheme

Level Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 
analysis Action plan

5

(17–20 marks)

evaluates the 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their own/a peers 
physical fitness 
accurately, using 
appropriate 
tests for each 
component of 
fitness.

produces a fully 
justified analysis 
of the importance 
of the different 
components of 
fitness for their 
chosen activity.

gives an accurate 
overview of all 
of the key skills 
required for their 
chosen activity.

gives an accurate 
and thorough 
assessment of 
their own/a peers 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their skills in their 
chosen activity

movement analysis 
and classification 
of skill is detailed 
and accurate.

The learner produces a detailed and accurate action plan containing:

• clear identification of the specific skill/component of fitness 
being improved with full justification based on their analysis of 
performance

• an excellent understanding of the principles of training

• an excellent range of detailed drills and practices with coaching 
points

• application of SMART goal setting is detailed and accurate

• overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is 
excellent

4

(13–16 marks)

evaluates the 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their own/a peers 
physical fitness 
accurately, using 
appropriate 
tests for each 
component of 
fitness.

produces a 
justified analysis 
of the importance 
of the different 
components of 
fitness for their 
chosen activity.

gives an accurate 
overview of most 
of the key skills 
required for their 
chosen activity.

gives an accurate 
assessment of 
their own/a peers 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their skills in their 
chosen activity.

movement analysis 
and classification 
of skill is accurate.

The learner produces a detailed and accurate action plan containing:

• clear identification of the specific skill/component of fitness 
being improved with justification based on their analysis of 
performance

• a good understanding of the principles of training

• a good range of detailed drills and practices with some 
coaching points

• application of SMART goal setting is accurate

• overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is very 
good

3

(9–12 marks)

evaluates the 
strengths and 
weaknesses 
of their own/a 
peers physical 
fitness, with 
some accuracy, 
using appropriate 
tests for each 
component of 
fitness.

gives some 
justification in 
their analysis of 
the importance 
of the different 
components of 
fitness for their 
chosen activity

gives a fairly 
accurate overview 
of most of the 
key skills required 
for their chosen 
activity.

gives an accurate 
assessment of 
some of their 
own/a peers 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their skills in their 
chosen activity

movement analysis 
and classification 
of skill is fairly 
accurate.

The learner produces an accurate action plan containing:

• identification of the skill/component of fitness being improved 
with some justification based on their analysis of performance

• some understanding of the principles of training

• a range of detailed drills and practices

• application of SMART goal setting is accurate

• overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is 
good.
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Level Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 
analysis Action plan

2

(5–8 marks)

evaluates the 
strengths and 
weaknesses 
of their own/a 
peers physical 
fitness, with some 
accuracy, using 
mostly appropriate 
tests for each 
component of 
fitness

gives limited 
justification in 
their analysis of 
the importance 
of the different 
components of 
fitness for their 
chosen activity.

gives a fairly 
accurate overview 
of some of the 
key skills required 
for their chosen 
activity.

gives a limited 
assessment of 
their own/a peers 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their skills in their 
chosen activity

movement analysis 
and classification 
of skill is limited.

The learner produces a limited action plan containing:

• identification of the skill/component of fitness being improved 
with limited justification based on their analysis of performance

• a limited understanding of the principles of training

• a limited range of drills and practices

• some application of SMART goal setting is present

• overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is 
basic.

1

(1–4 marks)

evaluates the 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their own/a peers 
physical fitness, 
with limited 
accuracy, they may 
use appropriate 
tests for each 
component of 
fitness.

gives little or no 
justification in 
their analysis of 
the importance 
of the different 
components of 
fitness for their 
chosen activity.

gives an overview 
of few key skills 
required for their 
chosen activity

makes some 
attempt to assess 
their own/a peers 
strengths and 
weaknesses of 
their skills in their 
chosen activity.

gives little or no 
movement analysis 
and classification 
of skill.

The learner produces a very limited action plan containing:

• limited identification of the skill/component of fitness being 
improved with very limited justification based on their analysis 
of performance

• a limited understanding of the principles of training

• few drills and practices

• limited evidence of SMART goal setting is present

• overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is very 
limited.

0 No evidence 
worthy of credit

No evidence 
worthy of credit

No evidence 
worthy of credit

No evidence 
worthy of credit

No evidence 
worthy of credit

No evidence worthy of credit
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Learners should be marked on their overall performance using a best fit approach. Each bullet point should be considered and the 
learner awarded a mark based on their overall performance and based on the descriptors which best describe what you have seen.

For example, where a learner shows:

• Evaluation – all of the strengths and weaknesses = top end of Level 5

• Analysis – A justified analysis = middle of level 4

• Overview – gives a fairly accurate overview = middle of level 3

• Assessment – gives an accurate and thorough assessment = top end of level 5

• Movement analysis – gives an accurate response to this = Top end of level 4

• Action plan – Produces an action plan that contains everything and overall is of a good standard for a GCSE level candidate = 
Level 3

• Best fit = on average middle of Level 4

Centres may like to use a form of tick sheet based on the LOR like the one below to tick where in each level a learner is positioned. 
For example, ticks on the left indicate high in the band, ticks in the middle for middle of the level marks and ticks to the right indicate 
low marks in the band:

Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 
analysis Action plan Best fit

Level 5 

Level 4    

Level 3  

Level 2

Level 1

Level 0

OCR GCSE assessment grid – Analysing and 
Evaluating Performance (AEP)
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Candidate exemplar 1 
Learner: 1 

2018 Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 
analysis Action plan Best fit

Level 5                                                                      

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Level 0
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Overall , this is a Level 5 piece of work for every section and is a strong piece of work.

It looks like they have written a lot but it is on PowerPoint slides so really it is not as much as it looks. 

It still comes down to the quality of what they have written rather than the quality.

Evaluation (Low Level 5) and Analysis (Level 5) combined – Level 5 overall 
Does all fitness tests, lists strengths and weaknesses based of normative data but does lack some units for results.

Gives practical examples of impact of fitness components in all three roles in cricket – bowling, batting and fielding.

Gives a description of the fitness component but then mentions their importance in other sports, which is not required but does not 
lose any marks.

In addition, for evaluation applies this to how they impact his performance in the three roles in some fitness components

How to improve

Use correct units for the tests.

Some fitness components i.e. co-ordination, lacks a little detail for Evaluation practical examples and could have done all 
components for all appropriate roles. 

Overview – Level 5
Skills covered as needed in practical and breaks them down linking strengths and weaknesses to fitness issues.

How to improve 

Link to technical aspects of skills rather than reference to fitness.

Tactical/compositional ideas relevant of the activity should be included.

Assessment – Level 5
Good coverage of strengths and weaknesses and applies well to practical examples.

Gives reasons as to what happens due to his weaknesses i.e. Lack of consistency in bowling which means it is easier for batsmen to 
hit. 

States both strengths and weaknesses but there is no real quantitative data to justify their explanation just qualitative.

How to Improve

Could have used some quantitative data from observations and linked to technical aspects of skill rather than fitness components.

Look at rank ordering the skills to help justify which one you will be selecting for the action plan to improve.

How did they conclude that they were strengths and weaknesses?

Where is the research data to give the evidence to support the statements?

More tactical/compositional ideas relevant of the activity should be included.

Examiner commentary
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Movement Analysis – Level 5
They do movement in phases of skill to make sure whole movement is covered.

Good justifications linking to practical applications for the placement they have decided.

How to improve

Some candidates may struggle to include all the information correctly when writing in prose.

Break into paragraphs for easier reading and checking for them or put in a table.

Include pictures for movement analysis.

Only include 4 joints in specification.

Action Plan – Level 5
Does not just give definitions for SPOR and SMART but goes on to apply it to their action plan.

Covers and applies all aspects required for each drill.

How to Improve

More detail in success measures would have improved it.

Only needed to have done one risk assessment.
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Candidate exemplar 2 
Learner: 2 

2018 Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 
analysis Action plan Best fit

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3  

Level 2                                                               

Level 1

Level 0
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Evaluation – Level 2
The candidate has completed some of the appropriate fitness testing methods.

They have also used some data to assess the strengths and weaknesses but there are no normative tables evident and  they then 
don’t evaluate those and apply it so it tells them what that would mean for the subject in the sport.

They have spent time describing the tests which is not a requirement however if they want to include them they could just put 
them in the appendices.

How to improve

Evaluate all fitness test results saying how their strengths and weaknesses in each impact on their performance in the sport

To get higher bands it is about using the fitness test results to tell us about them rather than just stating the results and justify the 
results.

So they need to discuss, evaluate and apply the strengths and weaknesses in the components and saying why and what this means 
to them in a game or an example of how they know it from a game.

For example a simple version would be -

1. Here is my results – 1700m in 12min cooper run

2. Use data against normative tables to assess – this makes me below average

3. Apply where they know this in sport – I do struggle to last the whole 80mins in my rugby match which shows my 
cardiovascular endurance isn’t as good as it could be.

Analysis – High Level 2
Gives limited justification/examples why each component is needed within the sport. 

Does give a basic example for each component.

How to improve

More justification and detail required when relating to the importance of each to the sport.

Look at rank ordering the importance of each component of fitness to the sport and/or different positions within the sport.

Say why they could not do without that fitness or why it is so important to that sport

If they did not have these components of fitness how would this affect them? Is a question they could ask themselves.

Overview – Low Level 2
Overview of few of the key skills but can be justified as fairly accurate.

Do not need coaching points but why each skill is important to the sport/positions.

Each should have been analysed and stated why they are important for participants being able to perform them effectively in a 
game or what it would mean if they could not perform them.

How to improve

The more key skills a candidate gives an accurate overview of the higher band they are likely to achieve.

Candidates do not have to invent the names of the skills they need to overview as they are allowed a copy of the sport criteria from 
the Guide to NEA and use the ones already named in the core and advanced skills and decision-making sections.

Examiner commentary
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Assessment – Level 2
There is limited assessment of his strengths and weaknesses of some of the key skills and decision-making attributes.

How to improve

Need to say their strengths and weaknesses in the key skills mentioned in the Overview section.

The more relevant key skills to the position/of the subject you cover the higher band you are likely to achieve.

How did they conclude that they were strengths and weaknesses?

Where is the research data to give the evidence to support the statements?

More tactical/compositional ideas relevant of the activity should be included.

Movement Analysis
Movement analysis is better and Skill Continuum section does not really answer the task.

Talks about arm rather than shoulder or elbow and only includes these in preparation phase.

Places loads of different skills from different sports on the 2 continua and has a table of theory for Simple/Complex skills.

No practical justifications from these though linked to any of the skills placed.

How to improve

Only include muscles, joints and information included in the specification and arrange it so it is all together and not in a confusing 
layout. One line to the joint being analysed and then all bits of information linked to that line.

Use the continuum line to place the skill on to make it clear and then use information and practical examples to justify the 
placement.

It is only a requirement to place and justify ONE skill on the continua and it is best to focus on that but to support your decision you 
could use other skills to help justify placement. i.e. not as many subroutines as….thus it is more complex etc.

Action Plan
This is a limited action plan as it lacks knowledge of the Principles of Training (SPOR and FITT) and SMART principles. 

Not all of the SMART principles are applied even though they have been defined previously i.e. The plan has no time frame or 
measurable target.

It is just a list of progressive activities with no justification, no real coaching points for performer and thus no focus or knowledge to 
check if they have been successful.

It does have a risk assessment and basic drills are described that do increase in difficulty.

How to improve

They should use the data from the Assessment section to justify their goal that they are trying to achieve. 

Don’t really need definitions of Principles of training and Smart targets but they have to be applied in the action plan and it requires 
a time frame.

Drills do go up to a pressured scenario but there still needs to be a progression into a small-sided game to make sure the skill can be 
practiced in a competitive situation.

Coaching points are required so that the performer knows what to focus on to improve and not just a description of the drill.

They should an understanding of how they know the action plan will be successful –e.g. they could use pre and post-tests to see if it 
is improved or will cause an improvement.
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Candidate exemplar 3 
Learner: 3 
2018 Evaluation Analysis Overview Assessment Movement 

analysis Action plan Best fit

Level 5

Level 4                

Level 3                                                        

Level 2

Level 1

Level 0
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Evaluation – Level 3
The candidate has completed appropriate fitness testing methods and recorded the results using correct units.

Gives practical examples of impact of four of the fitness components.

How to Improve

We do not know if analyse of results is correct as no normative table data or information as to where results have been assessed 
against.

Cover more/all components in this detail, as others are important to cricket as other example shows. 

To get higher bands it is about using the fitness test results to tell us about them, rather than just stating the results, and justify the 
results.

So they need to discuss, evaluate and apply the strengths and weaknesses in the components and saying why and what this means 
to them in a game.

Analysis – Low Level 4
This candidate does relate to all the components of fitness and justifies them for batting within cricket.

The four that are done contain some good justified analysis.

How to Improve

State importance of components for all roles in the game as required by the practical assessment – fielder, batter and/or bowler.

Could rank order importance

Overview – High Level 3
Has only covered batting but has broken this down so has covered ‘most’ key skills accurately for this. 

Whilst it would not be expected, that bowling is also done if they are specialized in one but fielding should have been mentioned as 
part of assessment.

How to Improve

To gain a higher level for ‘overview’ candidates must overview a larger proportion of the key skills involved in the sport, which can be 
taken from the Guide to NEA.

Assessment – Low Level 4
Good coverage of strengths and weaknesses and applies well to practical examples for batting.

States both strengths and weaknesses but there is no real quantitative data to justify their explanation just qualitative

How to Improve

Cover skills and decision-making skills for all roles within the game or at least those covered in the practical assessment. i.e. Batting 
or bowling AND fielding

Need to say their strengths and weaknesses in the key skills mentioned in the Overview section. The more relevant key skills to the 
position/of the subject you cover the higher band you are likely to achieve.

Collect data to provide evidence to discuss which skills are strengths and weaknesses and why.

Examiner commentary
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Movement Analysis – Level 3
Irrelevant information i.e. biomechanics, will not cause marks to be deducted but will also not gain credit so when so much required 
information such as- joint, type of movement, muscle group(s) and muscle function/role – isn’t included time would’ve been better 
spent remembering that rather than things not on the specification.

Movement analysis is stronger than skill section.

No actual placement on the continua but written justification as to which it is more suited to i.e. it is an open skill … or it is a very 
open skill.

How to Improve

Only include muscles, joints and information included in the specification and arrange it so it is all together and not in a confusing 
layout. One line to the joint being analysed and then all bits of information linked to that line.

Use the continuum line to place the skill on to make it clear and then use information and practical examples to justify the 
placement.

It is only a requirement to place and justify ONE skill on the continua and it is best to focus on that but to support your decision you 
could use other skills to help justify placement. i.e. not as many subroutines as….thus it is more complex etc.

Action Plan – Low Level 4
The leaner produces an accurate action plan to improve the skill selected with some detail in some sections.

Applies most SMART principles when setting goal of plan and a basic risk assessment as it is a checklist.

There is also some understanding and application of the Principles of training and although drills are explained, coaching points are 
vague i.e. foot in correct place and not saying where that is.

They have also thought about how to measure to see if the performer has improved.

How to Improve

Drills do go up to a pressured scenario but there still needs to be a progression into a small-sided game to make sure the skill can be 
practiced in a competitive situation.

Coaching points are required so that the performer knows what to focus on to improve in the drills and not just a generic comment.

More application of the principles of training i.e. Show progressions over the time period not just how they can make it more 
difficult. 
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